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This  report  linds  its  ongm  in  a  Communication  l'rom  the  Commission  to  the  Council, 
"Orientationsj(n· a Union Approach towards the  Baltic s,,a Rep, ion" (25 October !994  ),  which 
was endorsed by the Council in  its  "(  'ouncil ( 'onclusions on the European Union policy vis-a-vis 
the Baltic ,\'ea Region" (OS 268  Rev.  I;  May  I  995). In  the Conclusions the Council calls for the 
Commission  to  prepare  "  .........  a  report  on  the  current  state  of and  perspectives  for  the 
cooperation  in  the  Baltic  Sea  Region''.  The Cannes  Summit  reiterated  the  in1erest  in  such  a 
report. 
The report is of an informative character and should not be interpreted as a budgetary document. 
It is  a synthetic document reflecting: (a) the various existing and estimated contributions for the 
period  1991-94, and (b) an estimate of the  indicative contributions foreseen  for the  Baltic Sea 
Region from different sources for the period 1995-99. The financial resources of  the Community 
and the Member States that could be allocated to dil'fcrent programmes over the period 1995-99, 
are subject to approval on an annual basis by the respective budgetary authorities. 
The report therefore presents an  overview of the total of foreign assistance provided to the Baltic 
States (Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania), Poland (in as far as its  Baltic Coast is concerned), and the 
Russian Federation (specifically, the St. Petersburg region and Kaliningrad). It includes the funds 
provided by the EU, the Member States (on a  bilateral basis), the other G-24 members and the 
international  financial  institutions (IFI). The overview includes both grant and credit resources 
made available in  the period  1990-94. In  addition, the report attempts to draw some conclusions 
with regard to the total and character or the assistam:c wh1ch could he available for the Baltic Sea 
Region in the period 1995-99. 
1.  Background 
1.1  Orientations 
Against the background of the accession of Finland and Sweden to the EU, the functioning of  the 
Europe  Agreement with  Poland,  the signing of the  Europe  Agreements with  the three  Baltic 
States (June 1995), the oft-stated desire of the associated countries to be considered as  potential 
future  members of the  EU,  and  the  Partnership and  Cooperation  Agreement signed  with  the 
Russian Federation, the Orientations outline: 
•  the  historical  ties  between  the  countries of Western  Europe  with  those of the  Baltic  Sea 
Region, 
•  the EU, Member States, G-24 and IFI  supported measures already in  place to strengthen the 
regional dimension of political  and economic cooperation; and 
•  the  potential  for  stronger concerted  efi(Jrt  to  enhance  development  and  increase  synergy 
through a regional integrated approach for cooperatioo in the Region. 
The Orientations indicate that scope for the development of such a  specificaHy regional Union 
approach to the countries of the Baltic Sea Region exists, based upon a deepening of  the Union's 
own  bi-lateral  relationships and supported  by the active encouragement and support of inter-
regional and sub-regional cooperation. 
The Orienta/ions identify a number of  means to realise tlle approach: 
•  enhancing the political dialogue with Baltic States in  a multi-lateral framework on issues of 
common int6rest, wtth a view to promoting stabili-ty and Security in the Baltic Sea Region; 
'b •  addressing issues relating to stability and security m  the  Baltic Sea  Region  in  the Union's 
political dialogue with Russia; 
•  continuing the Commission's adive part, as a  full  member, in  the work of the Council of the 
Baltic Sea States (CBSS); 
•  intensifying the coordination of existing bi-lateral and multi-lateral assistance programmes to 
the countries in the Region, within a regional context; 
•  giving  priority  to  infra-structure,  environment  and  investment  promotion,  noting  that  the 
llnion's  structural,  PI-IARE  and  TACJS  funds  for  the  area  should  contribute  in  a 
complementary manner to such projects in  the Baltic Sea Region; 
•  stimulating and supporting the activities of the economic operators  in  the area at regional, 
sub-regional, local and private organisation level; and 
•  cncouragtng regional  and sub-regional cooperation  for the regions of Russia  bordering the 
Baltic Sea. 
1.2  Council Conclusions 
l'hc  ( 'ouncil  ( 'onclusio11s  take  note  with  satisfaction  of the  Orienlulions  and  state  that  the 
1-:uropcan tin  ion  is  uniquely placed to contribute to the stability of the Region, as a  result of the 
tics  it  has created with the countries borderingthe Baltic Sea and which tinct  expression in  the 
establishment of numerous channels for political dialogue (including the structured dialogue with 
the  assm:iatcd  countries,  the  Partnership  and  Cooperation  Agreement  with  Russia  and  the 
dialogue with Norway in  the context of the European Economic Space). The Conclusions further 
refer to the adoption of the Pact for Stability (March  1995), the  lead role now played therein by 
the Organisation  for  Security and Cooperation in  Europe (OSCE), and  the need to  follow this 
process closely with regard to the Region. 
The ( 'onclusio11.1  highlight the  importance of the Council of the Baltic  Sea States (CBSS) and 
invites the Commission to formulate proposals with regard to the role the Commission can play 
in  that cnntext. 
I' he ( 'one/us  ions ca  II  alieni ion to the need to foster regional economic cooperation in the Region, 
lhL·  need tn enhance close commercial tics (especially with regard to the non-Member States), the 
dc~trability ,,f pulling  a~sistance delivery to  the countries concerned  in  a  regional  context, the 
tiL'Cd  In achieve regional consensus on assistance priorities, and the need to  strengthen assistance 
coordination (looking to the <1-24 and CBSS suitable fora in this regard). 
lite  ( 'onclusions  end  by  expressing a  desire  that  the  activities of the  Euwpean  llnion  in  the 
Region contribute to and complement regional cooperation and good neighbourly relations. The 
l'ouncil sees the li.lllowing areas as priority: 
•  trade: 
•  infrastructure (including transport); 
•  investment; 
•  environment: 
•  energy and nuclear safety; and 
•  development of  activities by local entities and the private sector. 
IIA I.T- bsrinv  - 2 1  ..  1  Hc·pc11·t  Structu•·c· 
!\ broad c lassi lication of types or programmes has been adopted in this report'· 
•  l~conomic infrastructure and services 
•  Social infrastructure &  services 
•  Production sectors 
•  Multi-sector 
-transport, communications, environment, 
and energy; 
-education, health, and public administration; 
-agriculture (including agro-processing and 
fisheries), industry, trade, banking and tourism; 
and 
-macro-economic assistance, balance of payment 
support, structural adjustment and debt 
management. 
In add it ion, an indication is  provided of  the following types of assistance: 
•  tn:lmical assistance ;1nd training; 
•  L':>.porl  credits; 
•  private investment support; and 
•  s..:ctor aid and other (including: economic reform and public investment). 
The  sections  2-7  below,  summarise  past  and  ongoing programmes  in  the  Baltic  Sea  Region, 
t"unded  li·01n  a  variety of Ell and non-EU  sources, arranged by sector or attention area.  Tables 
providing detailed and summary figures on aid allocations by major donors in  the region over the 
period  1990-94 can be ti.mnd  in  the Annexes I, 2 and 3. 
Section X and Annex 4 present an outline of the resources which would most likely be available 
i  11  the period  1995-99. wh i  lc section 9 suggests a possible follow-up to the report. 
2.  European {)pion- PHARE & TACIS Programmes and Community Assistance 
2.1  PIIARE National Pro~rammcs- Hallie Sta.tcs and Poland 
< ll n  the  pniod  I  990-94  the  three  Baltic countries (Estonia,  Latvia and  Lithuania)  and  Poland 
rL·ccivcd a total of 1,21 X Ml·:cu"  in  the l'lmn of assistance in  the context of the national  PIIARE 
jllllt'-lalllllleS  limded  by  the  European  Union
3  It  is  estimated  that  or the  total  of assistance to 
l'uland uver that period ( 1,012 MECU), an average of 15% (or 152  MECLJ)'
1 bcnelited the Baltic 
coast region of Poland. This results in  a total of national PIIARE (and T/\CIS) programme funds 
l(n the  Baltic  S~:a Region of 35R  MECU  f(.)r  the period, of which a total of 206 MECll  for the 
three Baltic ~:ountrics. 
DiiTcrcnces  in orientation between the assistance programmes funded  by the various 
donor countries and organisations and targeting the Baltic Sea Region, arc difficult to assess 
due to diverging detinitions of types of assistance. 
Most  ligures in  this report (except where relevant) arc rounded to  nearest  MLCll. 
The total of 121 X  MI:ClJ  includes  15  MECU  from  the TACIS programme provided to the  Balli<.: 
States in  1991, bct'orc these countries joined the PIIARE programme in  I  ')92. 
I  hL'  average of I  'i% is based on an calculation of the share of t'unds  pnwidl'd to Poland, directly 
or  IIHIIILTtlv  belll:fiting the  lirst  2 lines uf"voivodships" fronting the  ll;dtic  \L'd  Nn generic data 
i<>r this  cstin~<llc arc available. 
ll,\ LT - bsrinv  - 3 !hcsc programmes mainly concerned macro-economic stabilisation and covered the provision of 
technical  assistance,  financial  assistance  (SME  credit  lines),  training  and  limited  equipment 
supplies in  a wide variety of areas, including all infrastructure sectors, privatisation/restructuring, 
banking  and  public  finance,  human  resources  development,  including  the  social  sectors 
(education,  health,  social  safety  and  labour  market),  public  administration  and  external  debt 
m anagcment. 
Multi-annual  Indicative  Programmes  (Mil's)  for  the  period  1995-99  and  covering  a  total 
estimated allocation of  430 MEClJ, arc currently under preparation for the three Baltic countries. 
An  amount of 750 MEClJ  is  likely to  be available for  Poland, of which an  estimated  15% (or 
s<llllc  liS MEClJ) fix the country's coastal regions. The total of funds  lix the Baltic Sea Region 
from  U  J  multi-lateral  funds  under  the  national  PHARE  programmes  is  therefore  likely  to 
amount to 545 MECl J. 
Mtlrc concentrated in character than the earlier programmes, the Ml Ps arc expected to focus on: 
•  pre-accession (implementation of the  Free Trade and  Europe  Agreements, adoption of the 
internal market acquis and preparations for accession to the Union); 
•  medium-term restructuring (post-stabilisation economic development); 
•  inlhtstrudure investment; and 
•  regional cooperation. 
2.1.1  l':stonia 
With  total  funding of almost 48.5  MEClJ' for  the period  1990-94, the  programme for  Estonia 
largely concentrated on economic stabilisation and restructuring, while a number of strategy and 
li:asibility studies in  energy environment and transport were also financed. During the first years 
of  assistance,  relatively  little  attention  was  given  to  human  resources  and  social  sector 
development. 
l'ur the  period  1995-99,  the  liJcus  with  regard  to  the  indicative  national  PI-IARE  programme 
allocation (an  indicative total of lOS  MECU) will shift to  the preparation of public and private 
economic investment (especially in  agriculture and regional development). The main reason for 
this can be found in  the need to counter-balance the earlier bias in  favour of urban development, 
to the detriment of  the rural areas. 
It  is expected that the Mil', in  addition to European integration and infrastructure development, 
will dedicate substantial funds for activities in the areas of: 
•  export development; 
•  regional development; and 
•  public sector management. 
2.1.2  Latvia 
Support  li11·  the  process of macro-economic stabilisation (privatisation.  industrial  restructuring 
and development of finance and banking sector) constituted also the  larger part of the total of 
67.5 MECl{' made available to Latvia in the period 1991-94. 
Including 4 M  I'Cll l"rom the TACIS programme in  1991. 
lnduding 5 M  I·:Cl J Ji·mn the TACIS programme in  1991. 
RAI.T- bsrinv  - 4 Over the period  1995-99 (and based on an indicative total allocation or 135  MEClJ) this type of 
funding will substantially support the process of restructuring in  the industrial  and agricultural 
sectors. Part or the I'll  ARE assistance will be dedi~.:ated to support or  infra-strudur~.: investment, 
both thnlltgh tedmi~o:al assist<llll:L~ and the funding of part of the local CllSt  llnan~o:ing pertaining to 
loan-based  financing or puhli~.:  investnwnts by  the  11:1.  Th~.:  l'llt\1{1·:  crill:ria  l(lr  inli·astructurc 
investments, cspe~o:ially those pertaining to "additionality" and "complem~.:ntarity" will apply". 
In  addition  to  European  integration  an'(!  infrastructure  development,  the  MIP  is  expected  to 
dedi~.:atc substantial resources to: 
•  private sector development (privatisation, banking, SME, investment promotion): 
•  agriculture: 
•  institutional and human resources development; and 
•  the social sector. 
2.1.3  Lithuania 
ldenti~.:al orientations as for Estonia and Latvia have applied to the Lithuanian programmes in the 
period  I  991-94, which amounted to a total of 90 MECU
8
• Noteworthy in  the case of Lithuania 
was the usc of Pllt\RE funding for the preparation of 3  large-scale strategy studies in  the areas 
111'.  respectively, agricullure, transport and energy. 
1:".- the period  1995-99, continued assistance (an indicative total of 190  MLClJ) is  foreseen for 
both  cwnomic  investment  (agriculture,  industrial  restructuring  and  SME  development)  and 
infrastructure development (energy, environment, transport), including local cost financing ofthe 
( iovernmcnt'  s Public Investment Programme. 
In  addition  to  support  for  European  integration-related  activities,  the  MIP  for  Lithuania  ts 
cxpcded to concentrate on: 
•  cconom  ic  rctorm  (agriculture,  privatisation/restructuring,  SME development  (credit  lines), 
investment promotion, banking/finance): and 
•  the  social  sector  ami  human  resources  development  (vocational  education,  public 
administration, labour market, health and civil society). 
2. 1.4  Pol:md 
lite totalol' l'llt\RE Programme resources for Poland in  the period  1990-<J-4  anHllllltcd to  I ,0 I I .6 
M l·:ctl  ( \,r  which  an  estimated  152  MlTU  for  the  Baltic  coastal  regions)"  and  covered 
programmes in every t..ey sector, focusing on key policy issues. Major programmes concerned: 
•  infrastructure (transport, environment, energy and telecommunications): 
•  economic investment (agriculture (cooperatives, credit lines), finance and banking (taxation, 
National  Rank budget  preparation),  industrial  restructuring/privatisation  and  private  sector 
development (n:gional development and SME Development); and 
•  human  rcsour~.:es  development  (labour  market,  education,  health  care,  ~.:ustoms,  statistics, 
public administration and higher education (scholarships, exchange programmes). 
Discussion Paper- "PIIARE Infrastructure Investments", Brussels, January 1995. 
Including 6 MECU  from  the TACIS programme in  1991. 
Sec footnote 4. 
~~;u:r . '"ri... - S l'r<~Jcctiuns  liH·  thL·  pniud  l'l'l'i-911 arc  hast:d  on  an  allocation  or 7'i0  MI·:Ctl  (<~I'  which  an 
l'.\tlnlaiL'd  total or II) MU  'II  for tht:  Baltic coastal rt:gions) with prograniiiiCS  in  thL· ;m,;as ol: 
•  cmploymt:nt (t:nergy infrastructure, agriculture, environment); 
•  institutional reform; and 
•  increased competitiveness (regional development,  participation  in  Community  programmes, 
higher education). 
2.1.5  PHARE Infra-structure (Trans-European Networks) 
An  estimated 30% or the total of the national PHARE allocations for the period  1990-1994 was 
dL·dicated  to  the  development  of the  infrastructure  in  the  Baltic  Sea  Region,  in  the  form  of 
k.:hnical  assistance.  training  ami  management  support  in  the  infi·astructure-nriented  sectors: 
cncrg~·. cnvironmL'nt. transport. and telecommunications. 
< lVL'r  thL'  period  1990-94, technical assistance and related support l'or  inli·astructurL' Jcvelopment 
in  thL'  Region  amou11IL'd  In  an  estimated  I  07  MECU,  as  part  of and  included  in  the  above 
mentioned respeL'tive national PIIARE programmes. 
FurthL'r  to  the  Copenhagen  and  Essen  Councils,  a  maximum  of 25%  of the  annual  PHARE 
programme can now  be dedicated to  infra-structure investment. In  view of the  limitations posed 
by  the available l'unds, relatively to the size of the substantial renovation, rehabilitation and new 
inl'ra-structure  needs.  such  direct  financing  will  have  to  be  complementary  to  loan-based 
financing extended by the I  Fls. 
The  total  allocation  for  Trans-European  Networks  (as  an  integral  part  of both  the  national 
I'IIARE programmes and the Multi-Country Programmes) for the partner countries in  the Region 
I'm  the  period  1995-99, is expected to amount to 350 MECU,  largely in  the  form  of preparatory 
tt:chnical  assistancL'  and  contributions  towards  local  cost  financing  linked  to  loan-ba~ed 
pmgrammes  funded  by  the  I  Fls,  combined  with  resources  from  the  rL'spective  government 
budgets. 
l'vlajur programmes which arc under consideration, include: 
•  port development; 
•  Via  Baltica and Via llanseatiea; 
•  (idynia-Katowiee railway (E-67); 
•  molorway Gdynia-Katowice (A I); 
•  border crossings; 
•  gas pipeline Russia-Belarus-Poland-EU; 
•  Baltic electricity ring; and 
•  telecommunication links. 
2.2  Intra-Regional Cooperation 
2.2.1  PHARE Multi-Country Programmes 
In  addition  to  the  national  PIIARE  programmes,  the  four  partner  countrie:-.  benefit  from 
participation  in  I'IIARI·:  Multi-Country Programmes  in  a variety of area,. The  programmes are 
designed to stimulate the promotion of regional cooperation between all  II  PIIARE countries on 
issues  or comnwn  interest.  The  total  allocation  for  Multi-Country  Programmes  in  the  period 
HALT - hsrinv  - 6 1992-94 amounted to 314.2 MECU and included, amongst others, substantial programmes in the 
areas of: 
•  macro-economic research (22.5 MECU); 
•  customs cooperation ( 16.5 MECU); 
•  energy networks (25 MECU); 
•  environment (46.0 MElTI); and 
•  nuclear safety (35.0 MECU). 
In  addition. there were programmes in  sphere of the fight against drugs, quality assurance and 
standards,  telecommunications,  transport,  statistical  cooperation,  joint  venture  promotion, 
science and rcscan.:h and public administration. 
;\It hough delinitc allocations on a  country-by-country has  is  cannot  he  ident i lied  ( t hcse depend 
on  the  pro-activeness  of each  country  with  respect  to  the  Multi-County  Programmes)  it  is 
estimated that of the total  multi-country resources of nearly 314.2 MECU, the partner countries 
in  the  Baltic Sea Region  (including the  Baltic coast region of Poland) benefited  from  around 
JO%. or 94 MECU. 
For the  period  1995-99 an estimate of allocations that could be made available (largely in  the 
same areas) amounts to 30% of476 MECU, i.e.:  143 MECU (rounded). 
2.2.2  t•HARE Cross Border Cooperation 
Cross Border Cooperation activities in  the Baltic countries started in  1994 with a total allocation 
(for that  year) of II  MEClJ. The fi.1cus  in  this programme lies with environment and transport 
inl"rastructurc. In addition, the programme includes some smaller projects in  the social sector. 
The ('ross Border Coopcration Programme for the period  1995-99 is  set  on  an agreed regional 
fuoting  (covering  Estonia.  Latvia  and  Lithuania,  as  well  as the  Baltic  coast  of Poland).  The 
pmgrammc is  closely  linked  to  INTERREG  II  programme activities  in  Denmark and  Finland. 
!'he  allocation  for  1995  has  been set at  a  figure of 16  MEClJ (including a  5  MECll
111 
13altic 
Small l'mjcct Facility, currcntly under preparation). By  extrapolation thc total allocation f(Jr  the 
pcriod  1995-99 amounts to 80 MECU
11
• 
lhc emphasis in  thc  1995-99 MIP for Cross Border Cooperation in  thc Baltic Sea Rcgion is on: 
..  infrastructurc (cncrgy, environment, telecommunications and transport); and 
•  human resourecs development. 
!'he Cross Border Coopcration programme offers significant scope for thc ellcctivc combination 
of I'IIARE and  Ti\CIS  funds  for  cross  border  projects  between  the  partner countries  in  the 
rcgion. ;\new TACIS rcgulation, opening up the possibility for cross border cooperation projects 
under that programme, is currently subject of  discussion in the Council. 
'" 
II 
( 'omposed of:.\ MIT!  I from  INTI·:RREG II, Artick  10 funds and  2 1\•11  Cl! from  1'11/\RL  l·unds. 
Composed oL  :i  ~1nnual allocations uf J  MECU for  Estonia, 3 MLCII for  I  .iilvian 4 MLCII for 
Lithuania and 4 MLl'lJ for  Poland (Baltic coastal regions), plus 2 MEU  I contributit>n  fi·om  1'11/\RI. 
funds to the Baltic Small Project Facility; all figures indicative. 
&u:r -horiav  - 7 -----------------------
2.2 .  .3  I'IIARE Horizontal P1·ogntmmcs 
!here arc a  number of smaller programmes of a  multi-country character which offer scope  for 
l'unding of activities  in  the  Baltic  Sea  Region.  These  programmes which  are  described  below 
depend  (with  the exception of the  Democracy  Programme) on  funding  from  the  PH/\RE and 
I /\CIS  allocations.  often  in  combination  with  financing  from  the  Furope~m  Regional 
Development Fund. 
The PHARE ami TACIS Democracy Programme 
The programme is designed to enhance democratic practices in the societies of the CEEC and the 
NIS and to  underline the  importance of the rule of law.  It  focuses on eight areas of activity in 
'upp(lrt ing  projects  submitted  by  non-governmental  organisations (NGOs  ):  ( I)  pari iamentary 
pr;1ct icc and organisation, ( 2) transparency of pub  I  ic  administration and pub  I  ic  management, (3) 
develnpment or NCiOs and representative structures, (4) independent, pluralistic and responsible 
media, (5) awareness building and civic education, (6) promoting and monitoring human rights, 
(7) civilian  monitoring of security structures, and (8) minority  rights,  equal  opportunities and 
IHln-discrimination practices. 
The Lien Programme 
The  Link  Inter-European  NGOs  (LIEN)  programme  aims  to  help  CEEC:  and  NIS  non-
t!"\ernmental  organisations  to  establish  a  safety  net  for  populations  which,  in  the  current 
transition  process are  most vulnerable. It provides assistance to those ha'{ing  limited access to 
health. social  can: and employment,  in  order to improve their condition. status, education and 
pro!Cssional employment opportunities; contributes to the social reintegration of the unemployed 
and marginalised sect ions of the population (minority members, the handicapped); and promotes 
sustainable health and social support for certain target groups (the elderly, the homeless, street 
children, victims of drug addiction or AIDS, etc.). 
Tlu• Parllll.'T.\'Itip  Progr11111111e 
lhc programme aims to  promote socio-economic development by establishing sustainable  EC-
CEI~C partnerships b<.:tween  non-profit making professional organisation. representative bodies, 
\ nluntary organisations. business foundations and other similar institutions.  It  provides supp011 
l(>r  initiatives  that  encourage  local  economic  development  and  institutional  strengthening. 
deli ned as the establishment or enhancement of the operational capacity of institutions that play 
a  r<lle  in  economic development. It  focuses on five areas of activity: (I) regional development, 
(2)  local  development.  (3)  business  and  enterprise  development,  (4)  human  resources 
dnclnpment and education, and (5) institutional strengthening, wherever it  advances the process 
(lf economic relixm and local socio-economic development. 
l·unding  for  this  programme  amounted  to  I 0  MECU  in  1993  and  II  MI·Cll  in  1995.  It  is 
cslunatcd  that  the  Baltic  Sea  Region  partner countries benefit to the extent uf around  15% of 
these allocations. 
Cit•il Sode~r Del'l•lopmeut Programme.\· 
llll·sc  programmes  aim  to  strengthen  and  widen  the  capacity  and  range  nf  actions  and 
illll>hcnlent ofN(iOs in  civil society and arc managed by a  board consisting of representatives 
lr\llll N\iOs. independent persons and government representatives. 
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2.2A  Stability Pact 
l'hl:  above  mc1itioned  intra-regional  programme~ wntributc  to  the  objectives of the  Stability 
l'acL 
There exists considerable scope for expanding this type of programme, particularly in  the sphere 
of democracy (e.g.: language training for minorities in  Estonia and Latvia), development of non-
!-'-ovcrnmental organisations, and civic society. 
2.3  Community Macro-Financial Assistance 
In  I  992  the  three  Baltic  States  initiated  ambitious  stabilisation and  rclixm  programmes and 
concluded stand-by arrangements with the IMF. The G-24 were called upon to contribute to fill 
the  remaining expected balance of payments gap for the initial  programme period (mid-1992 -
m id-199\ ).  estimated at  a level of USD I  OS  million for Estonia, !JSD 210 mill ion for Latvia and 
l lSD 2SS  million in  the case of Lithuania. 
In  November 1992. the Council approved macro-financial assistance of up to 220 MECU for the 
three countries (Estonia: 40 MECU; Latvia: 80 MECU and Lithuania:  100 MECU) in  support of 
the countries' programmes of adjustments and structural reform. The bulk of the remaining bi-
lateral support was awarded by non-EU G-24 countries, in  particular Japan and EFT  A countries. 
I ,oan  agreements  and  memoranda  of  understanding  between  the  Community  and  each 
beneficiary  were signed  in  early  1993.  The Commission disbursed the  first  tranche (SO%)  in 
March  1991  for Estonia and Latvia and in  July 1993 for Lithuania. An amount of 2S  MECU out 
of the ~econd tranche of  the loan facility to Lithuania was disbursed in August 199S. 
2.4  Community Programmes 
Pressure  from  the  partner countries  in  the  Baltic  Sea Region  is  mounting to  be  admitted  to 
participation  in  Community  Programmes.  The  partner  countries  wishing  to  participate  in 
( 'mnmunity Programmes are expected to pay themselves the cost of this participation from their 
own government budgets. If necessary, PIIARE may complement this financial  contribution up 
to a maximum of 10'% of the national PIIARE allocations. 
Till: \Hit line Multi-Annual Indicative Programme (MIP) 199S-99 for Poland includes an X%  share 
fill- participation in  community programmes, which is  not, however, linked to potential  projects 
in  a Baltic Sea Region context 
In  the course of the current programming discussions with regard to the M II'  1996-99, none of 
the  three  Baltic  partner countries  have  foreseen  the  possibility to  request  financial  assistance 
l'nHII PIIARE funds to participate in community programmes. It is expected however, that future 
annual  reviews  of the  respective  MIPs  will  dedicate  a  part  of the  available  resources  to 
cummunity programmes, c~pccially in  the field of  education. 
In  the area of ~cicncc and technology, the three Baltic States, as well  a<.  Poland, participated in 
research  projects of the  :lrd  and  4th  Framework  Programmes  in  1994  (I'ECO) and  were  also 
entitled  to  part icipatc  in  the  COPERNICUS  1994  call .for funded joint  research  projects  and 
cuncertcd actions_ In addition, Poland was eligible to participate in  PECO 1992 and PECO 1993. 
Mcnt ion can also be made of Research and Technology Development-related interventions of  the 
T;\CIS programme. In  1993  the Commission (DG XII)  launched a  feasibility study to examine 
the  nsc or the STRIDE model  fill"  Research and Technology Development  in  Central European 
( 'ountrics_ 
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p:1rticipation  in  other  specific  programmes  of  the  4th  Fr<lme\Hll-k  Programme  and  the 
C< >PER N ICliS I  995. 
!\  rurther  and  enhanced consideration of  Research  and  Technology  De\ L'lnpmcnt  in  regional 
dcvdopment  schemes  may  be  opportune  to  strengthen  the  competitivcnc~s of the  Baltic  Sea 
Region. 
The Ll  FH ProKrtmmu· 
IInder the  LIFE I programme, which aims at (a) supporting the  strengthening of administrative 
structures  in  charge  of the  implementation  of environmental  provisions,  (b)  the  control  and 
reduction of various forms of pollution, and (c) the protection of sensitive areas in  the EU, 5% of 
the  total  budget (450 MEClJ  f(Jr  1992-95) has  been  earmarked  for  actions  in  third countries of 
the  Baltic and  Mediterranean Sea areas (sec next paragraph). Ll FE  II  ( 1996-99). which  is  under 
preparation, wi II  provide f(Jr a broader integration of associated CEECs, including Poland and the 
Baltic  States,  in  the  programme.  In  principle, all  actions supported by  the  programme will  be 
accessible f(Jr  these countries, however only through contributions from  their respective national 
budgets  or  through  utilisation  of (part  of)  their  PIIARE  allocations.  The  general  principles 
regarding the financing of the CEEC participation will apply. 
The Ll  FE "Third Country Bram:lt" 
Since  1993,  the  LIFE  programme  has  contributed  an  .amount  of  3.6  MECU  to  three 
l·:nvirnnmcntal  Centres fix  Administration and  Technology (ECATs)  in  the  Baltic  Sea Region 
( K:iliningrad,  Riga  and  St.  Petersburg)  The  ECATs  arc  joint  projects  between  a  Central  or 
l.a~tcrn  Furopcan  administrative  body  l\1r  environmental  protection  and  a  Western  l·:uropcan 
L'(I!Jntcrpart.  The recipient partners contribute an  additional  I MEClJ  in  total.  A fourth  LCAT is 
scheduled f(Jr opening in  Vilnius in  May  1996. 
!"he  I  :cATs were designed to  assist  local  governmental and  non-governmental organisations a:. 
well as  industry and educational institutions in  the development and  implementation of projects, 
action  programmes  and  policy  instruments  to  protect  the  environment.  FCAT  attract: 
international  assistance  to  environmental  initiatives  and  facilitate  the  flow  of environmental 
information between Central and Eastern European Countries and the European Union. 
Tlte Baltic Environmental Forum 
;\  nnvly  established  Baltic  Environmental  Forum  (BEF),  with  activities  in  the  three  Baltic 
States,  aims  to  strengthen  regional  cooperation  in  the  field  of environment  and  supports  the 
process (\r integration of the countries concerned into the European Union. The support from the 
l 'ommission  amounts  to  0.5  MECU.  The  REF  receives  additional  funding  from  the  German 
Federal  l iovcrnmcnt,  as  well  as  from  Schleswig-Holstein  and  th.:  Finnish  Ministries  of 
Lll\ ironrm:nt.  The activities of the  BEF  include workshops and  seminars at  the  reque~t of the 
Baltic Council or ministries in  the Baltic area. It also provides support to the Baltic States in  the 
dcvelupmcnt and implementation of  National Environmental Action Prog.rammcs and strategies. 
The SYNERGY ami SAFE Pro~:ramme.\· 
I lie  Lnergy l'o()pcrati(\n l'mgrammc f(Jr  third countries, 'SYNERGY (4-:'i  MLl'lJ/annum f(lr  the 
( 'u1tral and  Lastcrn l·:uropcan Countries and the Newly Independent States),  continue~ to benefit 
lhL·  Baltic Sea  Region  through energy policy conferences and  technical  a~sist:1ncc projects. The 
B.·\I.T- hsrin'  - 10 S;\ VE II (energy efficiency) programme was recently opened to participation hy  the associated 
countries of Central and  Eastern  Europe and  is of relevance also to  the  Baltic Sea Region.  All 
countries of the Baltic Sea Region arc signatories of the European  Energy Charter. the  Energy 
('barter  Treaty  and  its  associated  instruments  and  continue  to  he  partieipanh  of  further 
negotiations. Thes~: instruments will remain a basic framework for a free  llow of energy over the 
F.urnpean continent and for energy investment. 
25  T AOIS t•rog.-ammes 
Two regions in  the Baltic  Sea  Region  benefit from  the  EU  TACIS  Programme: St.  Petersburg 
and Kaliningrad. 
2.5.1  St. Petersburg 
The programme .for the St. ·Petersburg region dates from  1992,  has  an  overall  allocation of 30 
MECU and includes the following elements: 
•  agriculture; 
•  energy; 
•  transport: 
•  enterprise support: 
•  financial services; and 
•  human resource development: 
i\  new  programme  for  the  St.  Petersburg  region  against  1995  resources  IS  currently  under 
c< lllSideration. 
2.5.2  Kaliningrad 
The  I 0  M ECl J  programme  li:lr  the  Kaliningrad  region  dates  from  1994  and  includes  the 
following clements: 
•  enterprise restructuring; 
•  human resources development; 
•  food  production and distribution; and 
•  networks (energy/transport) 
No decision has been taken with regard to programme orientations and allocations for the period 
1995-99. 
3.  Ell Stnu.·tu•·al Funds 
3.1  General 
The Member States bordering the Baltic Sea benciited from  more than  2:15 .MECU in  structural 
funds ug 11_1  199J. For. the  peri~1d  19_9~- ~ 999, a  total of·~·~OO ~!~ClJ is allocated to the Baltic Sea 
Reg1on- (mcludmgCommu111ty ln1t1at1vcs such as IN I ERRECJ II). 
lknmark. !'inland. Clcnnany (Uinder Mccklcnburg-Vorpommern and Schlc-,wig-Holstcin) and 
S\H'den. 
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I ''r the  period  I<J94-99,  the  INTERREG  II  allocation for  bi-lateral or multi-lateral activities of 
cross border cooperation in  the  Region amount to  slightly more than  170  MEClJ. An  amount of 
solnL'  XO  MI·:Cll  of these INTERREG funds  have a direct bearing on  regions ''ith potential for 
cooperation  in  the  context  of the  PIIARE Cross  Border Cooperation  programme.  of which  X 
MI·J 'lJ in  relation to the multi-lateral programme for the Baltic Sea Region. 
l'he  li.1cus  or the  INTI·:RREG  II  initiative  lies  with  "soft" cross  border  cooperation  projects, 
undertaken  by  regional  and  local  entities.  The  projects  vary  in  character.  but  concentrate  on 
economic development, including cooperation in  spheres supporting the primary rocus. 
lhL·  IlL'\\  INTERRI  ·:G  11-C  strand  for  transnational  cooperation  promises  to  be  an  interesting 
instrument  providing complementary  funding (not  exceeding  15  MECU)  l<.1r  the  Baltic  Cross 
Border ( 'onpcration programme.  It  will  support "soft" measures on a transnational basis in  the 
fields  of spatial  planning,  optimal  utilisation  of Trans-European  Networks,  improving  the 
organisation  of transport  in  peripheral  regions,  the  environment  (in  particular  maritime  and 
coastal environment), sustainable development, tourism and human resources. 
3.3  I<:COS-Ouvc1·ture 
I he·  programme col!ccrns in it iat ives  based on Article  I  0 of the  l~uropca11 l<.eg!Oila I I  kvclopmcnt 
l1111d  (!-'Rill) and  aiming at  inter-regional  cooperation and  networking  between.  at  least.  two 
lc't'.l<llls  <11.  llllllliL·ipalitics  !'roll!  tile  1-:ll  and  one  partner  in  the  PIIAI{I  partner  counties.  The 
relevant  lield~  <.:•'nccm  mndcrnisation  of  local  administration,  cnvimnmcnt  and  ccunomic 
dn L'i<'JllllL'Ill,  including  support  for  small- and  medium-sized  cntcrpnscs  So  li1r,  local  and 
rq•innal  partners  l'nllll the  Baltic Sea  Region  have  played  an  active  role  in  this  programme.  A 
Ill!  a!  ;nllllllllt  of :'.5  M!Tll has  hitherto  been  granted  to  this  programme  under  Article  I  0.  It 
:,lwuld  he  noicd  that  the  means  available  for  Poland  and  the  three  Baltic  State'  l()t·  this 
pn1grammc under l'lli\RL \\ill he amounting to 2 MECU per year from  199') onwards. 
I  rtllll  I  <J!J(,  partncrs  in  l'nland and the three Baltic States will  be  supported,  111  the  framework of 
lite  Baltic CBC prngran1n1e.  in  the form of a Baltic Cooperation Fund. 
JA  IIELCOM 
I he  Convention on  the  protection ol' the  marine environment of the  Baltic  Sea  area  (Helsinki 
Con\cntion), was .-;igncd  between the riparian countries in  1974, entered  into  force  in  19RO  and 
''as rniscd in  1992.  Alkr the political changes, the Commission, on  behalf' of the  EU  was able 
In participate in  the  1992'rcvision and became a contracting party in  1994.  ;11'tcr  conclusion by 
thL·  l 'ouncil.  The  Baltic  Sea  Commission  (HELCOM)  has  its  secretariat  in  llelsinki.  The  EC 
L'<lntributcs 2SY., of the administrative budget. 
..f.  Ell Member States Programmes 
In  the  pniml  I  ')lJ()_l),j  I )an ish  assistance to  the  Baltic Sea  Region (including small  amnunts for 
the  St.  l'ctershurg and  Kaliningrad  regions, and  assuming that  15'/1,  of the  assistance to  Poland 
targeted  that  C(lllntry's  Baltic coast) totalled  177  MECU, of which  around  72%,  in  the  form  of 
gra11ts  The  as.sistancc  l'ocuscd  on  the  economic  infrastructure  and  services,  as  well  as  the 
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cn.:dits and private investment support each accounted for, respectively,  16% and 12%. 
Fig,ures  available for  the year  1995  indicate an  overall  level  of assistance  for  the  Baltic  Sea 
Region  in  that year of I  0.1  MECU  in  technical assistance alone.  Assuming the  same level of 
assistance f()f the I()  flowing years, the total of support in  the form of technical assistance for the 
Region for the period 1995-99 amounted to 50.5 MECU. 
The total of Danish assistance (of all types) for the whole of the period  l9lJ5-99 is  estimated at 
175  MECU. 
Danish assistance will  change in  terms of sector or attention area coverage. in  that it  will give 
more attention to the process of preparation lor accession to the European Union.  In  addition, 
environmental programmes will form an increasingly important part of Danish assistance. 
Annex I, table I provides details. 
4.2  Finland 
In  the period  1990-94, Finnish assistance to the Baltic Sea Region (excluding St. Petersburg and 
Kaliningrad. and assuming that  15% of the allocation  for  Poland concerned the  Baltic coastal 
regions) amounted to a total of 183  MECU of which a total of 234.46 MECU (34%) in  the form 
of grants.  Finland  concentrates  its  cooperation  largely  on  Estonia ( 44%  of the  total  for  the 
Region). 
!-"inland's  assistance  to  the  Baltic  countries,  focused  on  multi-sector  projects,  structural 
adjustment  and tkbt  reorganisation (72%).This percentage  is  heavily  innuenced  by  a  sizeable 
allocation for debt re-organisation in  Poland. This assistance also included a substantial clement 
( 19%)  for  investment  in  public  infrastructure.  The  second  area  of  importance  concerned 
economic infrastructure and services (20%). 
With regard to the type of assistance, Finland has concentrated on sector aid (53%) and export 
credits (30%) and less on technical assistance (10%). 
1:or the period  1995-99, it  is expected that Finland will be able to slightly increase the assistance 
el"f(>rt  li>r  the  Reg,ion  ( IO'Y.,).  which would result  in  an  allo<.:ation  fi.1r  the period of 200 MECU, 
11 itll  a  heavier f(,cus  on  technical assistance (25%) and  sector aid (60%. largely  in  the  form  of 
in1·cstment suppnrt). 
:\nncx I. table 2 provides details of allocations. 
-l.3  Ccrmany 
<her tile  period  1990-94,  German  assistance to  the  Baltic Sea  Region  (not  including  the  St. 
Petersburg region  and  Kaliningrad and assuming that  15% of the  Poli'>il  allocatinn. excluding 
debt reorganisation. targeted the Baltic coast), amounted to a total of 426 MECU. of\Vhich 45% 
in  the form of  grants. 
Not  including debt reorganisation li.1r  Poland, German assistance li.1cused on multi-sector projects 
and structural adjustment (79%) and social infrastructure and services ( 15'%). 
flc\1:1" · b~riJI" - 13 By  type  of assistance  the  German  efforts  focused  on  sector  aid  (34%,  not  including  debt 
reorganisation) and export credits (41 %). Technical assistance made up 13% of  the total. 
It  is  expected that Germany will nwintain for  the Region  the same lcvd of assistance over the 
period 1995-99, which would imply an total of  425 MECll in  resources for all types of  assistance 
( ndudin!,!. debt reorganisation). 
Annex  I, table 3 provides details of  allocations. 
4.4  Sweden 
Over  the  period  I 990-94,  Swedish  assistance  to  the  Baltic  Sea  Region  (including  the  St. 
l'ctcrshurg region  and Kaliningrad  and assuming that  15% of the Polish allocation, excluding 
debt reorganisation, targeted the Baltic coast), amounted to a total of 264 MECU, of which 56% 
in  the form of  grants. 
Not  including  debt  reorganisation  for  Poland,  Swedish  assistance  focused  on  multi-sector 
projects and structural adjustment (49%) and the production sector (24%). 
By  type of assistance the Sweden concentrated its efforts on sector aid (61 %, not  including debt 
reorganisation) and  tcdmical assistance (21 %).  Export credits made up  17% of the total.  An 
interesting  feature  of Swedish  assistance  is  its  ability  to  deploy  rapidly  tl:chnical  assistance 
linked to the preparation and implementation of IFI-Ioan financing. 
It  is  expected  that.  for  the  period  1995-99,  Sweden  will  increase  the  level  of assistance  it 
provides to  the Region by  20%, which would result in  an overall amount of 315  MECU for the 
whole of the period. No change is  foreseen in the "mix" of the assistance. 
l·or details of  allocations, refer to Annex I, table 4. 
4.5  Other EU  Member States 
( >ver the period  1990-94, the total of  assistance by the other EU  Member States to the Baltic Sea 
Region (not including the St.  Petersburg region and  Kaliningrad and  assuming that  15% of the 
Polish allocation, excluding debt reorganisation, targeted the Baltic coast), amounted to a total of 
4X8  MEClJ, of  which 31% in  the form of  grants. 
Nut  including debt reorganisation f()r  Poland, other Member States' assistance focused on multi-
sector projects and structural adjustment (72%) and the productive sector (22%). 
By  type of assistance the  other Member States'  efforts  focused  on  export  credits  (59%,) and 
sector aid  (23'Yo,  not  including debt  reorganisation).  Technical assistance  made  up  9% of the 
total. 
It  is  expected  that  the  other  Member States  will  maintain  for  the  Region  the  same  level  of 
assistance over the period  1995-99, which would  imply an total of 490 M LClJ  in  resources for 
a II  types or assistance (excluding debt reorganisation). 
Auucx  I,  table 5 provides details. 
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5.  International Financial Institutions 
5.1  European Investment Bank (EIB) 
Over the period  1990-94, the European Investment Bank has extended a total of 948 MECU  in 
loans  to four partner countries in  the  Region  (Estonia,  Latvia,  Lithuania and  Poland).  Poland 
received the larger part (93%), with Estonia in  second place (5%). Using the 15% criterion, the 
share of the Baltic Sea Region (not including the St.  Petersburg region and  Kaliningrad) in  this 
total  amounts  to  194  MECU,  mainly  for  investment  projects  (84%)  in  the  economic 
infrastructure and services area (83%). 
Annex 2, table I provides Joan aggregates per country. 
5.2  Nordic Investment Bank (NIB) 
The Nordic Investment Bank's activities with regard to the Baltic States comprise the following: 
•  the Baltic Investment Programme (SIP); and 
•  loans to Nordic companies for investment in the Baltic countries. 
The  81 P  was  established  in  1992  with  a  duration  of 3  years  and  aims to  channel  technical 
assistance and investment capital to the Baltic countries in  order to create favourable conditions 
for local investment. The NIB was mandated to administer a 5 MECU technical assistance fund, 
which was mainly used in  the context or the establishment or the three national investment banks 
in  the  Baltic countries.  In  addition, the NIB  administers the 30 MEClJ  Baltic  Investment  Loan 
fund  (B!L),  the  purpose of which  is  to  support  Nordic  small- and  medium-sized enterprises' 
investments  in  the  Baltic  countries,  as well  the  investment activities of the  above  mentioned 
three national investment banks. 
Over the  period  1992-94, the NIB's support to the  Baltic countries included an  amount of 63 
MECU  in  the form  of loans to companies investing  in  the  Baltic countries. These investments 
were mainly directed at the manufacturing industry and the telecommunications sector. 
5.3  European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) 
The EBRD operates in  the countries of Central and Eastern Europe, including the former Soviet 
Union, committed to  multi-party democracy, pluralism and open market economies. Its purpose 
is  to  foster  the  economic  and  democratic  transition  process  and  to  promote  private  and 
entrepreneurial  initiative  in  those countries through  provision of loans, equity investments and 
technical cooperation. 
It also  administers  the  Baltic  Investment  funds  and  the  Baltic  Technical  Assistance  Special 
Fund. 
Exact figures are not readily available for activity in  the  Baltic Sea Region as such, givGn  that 
data for Poland and Russia is  ~wt  dis-~rcgatcd appropriately.  llowevcr, over the period 1990-
94 the Bank extooded'(}l'el" 100 MECU <Jf finance in the three Baltic States alone.  .  ~- . 
-i' 
.  15 ( iiven th;lt the Bank made no loans until  1992 and is only now reaching its cruising speed as far 
;1' operations are concl·rned, one can expect a  substantial  increase in  activit:-.  between ovcr the 
l'l'l iod  I  1N'i-11 1J. 
,\iiiiC\ 2. table 2 provides loan aggregates per country. 
SA  International Hank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) 
Over the period  1990-94 the four partner countries in the Region took out a total of nearly 3,200 
MI~ClJ  in  loans  from  the  World  Bank,  including  some  620  MEClJ  in  the  form  of general 
pr,1grammc assistam:t.:  li.1r  Poland. 1\ssuming that 15% of the Polish share of this total benefited 
till· cou11tries coastal areas. this amounts to a total of some 700 MEClJ for the Baltic Sea Region 
(not including the St.  Petersburg region and Kaliningrad). These loans were used for investments 
projects in  the economic infrastructure area (28%) and the production sector (33%). In  addition, 
some 29'% of the total was provided in the form of rehabilitation assistance. 
It  is  assumed  that  the  World  Bank  loan  volume for the  Region over the  period  1995-99 will 
remain at the same level. i.e.:  700 MECU, with most of the proceeds used in  the production and 
economic infrastructure and services sectors  . 
.  \nnn 2.  table.\ provides loan aggregates per country. 
S.S  lntrrnational Monttary Fund (IMF) 
llic International Monetary Fund has, so  l~tr, extended a total of slightly more than .1.800 MECU 
to  the  li.n1r  partner  countries  in  the  Region,  for  supporting  the  countries'  macro-economic 
adjustment and structural reform programmes. 
SinlT the  hulk of this as..;istance  is  not directly used  for  investment in  either the  public or the 
pri vatc sector, and. whc,;; Poland is concerned, not specifically attributable to the Baltic coastal 
regions, it  is  left OU( of  C\lnsidcration in  this paper. 
1\1inex 2. table 4 provide.; loan aggregates per country. 
6.  Othc•· C-24 ML•mhcrs (non-EU) 
< h cr the period  1990-94. assistance from  the non-Ell G-24 countries to the  Baltic Sea Region 
(lltll  including the  St.  Petersburg region and  Kaliningrad and assuming that  15'Y.,  uf the  Polish 
allocatiun. c:-;cluding debt reorganisation, targeted the Baltic coast), amounted to  a  total of 980 
1\llTll  .. 
Nlll  including  debt  renrganisation  for  Poland,  non-Ell  G-24  assistance  focu,cd  on  macro-
lln;lllc ial assistance (IJ I%). with the other attention areas receiving equal shares oft  he remaining 
{)0 II. 
lh  type 1lf assistance the nun-ElJ G-24  cf'li.)rt  focused  on  sector aid (5'2'!';,,  not  including debt 
rellrganisation) and export credits (30'Vo).  Tcdmical assistance made up  l.l'Yo of the total. 
It  is  cxpected  that  the  group of non-EU  G-24  countries  will  not  maintain  the  same  level  of 
a,,istance for  the Rcgion llVCr  the period  1995-99, in  view of the important  k:vel  of balance of 
pa\ments support extended in  1992-93, due to the special circumstances prevailing at the time. 
11,\LT- hsrinv  - 16 An estimate is exceedingly difficult to make and is limited for the purpose of this report to a total 
of 700 MECU in  resources for all types of  assistance (not including debt reorganisation). 
Annex 3 provides aggregates of(i-24 assistance per partner country. 
7.  All Donors 
The total of assistance of all types from  all donor countries and organisations for the Baltic Sea 
Region over the period  1990-94, can be valued at 4,534 MECU. 
A summary is provided in  Annex 4. 
H.  Perspectives 
Although it  is not  possible, at this stage, to define with precision the orientations and allocations 
pertaining to the total of assistance likely to be available to the Baltic Sea Region for the period 
1995-99. this future assistance can be tentatively characterised as follows: 
•  the  total  assistance  is  not  likely to smaller than  it  was in  the period  1990-94 and  shows a 
tendency to grow both in absolute amounts and scope; 
•  the volume of technical assistance (including sector aid for economic reform) is  likely to be 
reduced in  favour of both loan- and grant-based investment (including export credits, private 
investment support and sector aid for public investment in  infrastructure); 
•  i11  addition to public investment in  the infrastructure sectors, investment resources are likely 
to  be  increasingly  tkdicated  to  economic  investment  for  private  sector  development 
includin)!.:  SME  development,  agricultural  restructuring  (including  the  agro-processing 
industry and fisheries) and regional development. The particular needs nf the  fisheries sector 
in  the Baltic Sea Region, which until now has not noticeably benefited from  Community aid, 
should be taken into account by the above measures; and 
•  i11  as fitr  as assistance from  the Ell and the Member Stales (the latter on a bi-lateral basis) is 
concerned the share of technical assistance specifically dedicated to the support of  the process 
uf European Integration (implementation of  the Free Trade and Europe Agreements, adoption 
ur the  internal  market  acquis,  and the  related  pre-accession activities)  is  expected  to  grow 
substantially vis-it-vis other forms of technical assistance. 
The  inl(mnalion available at  this  moment would  indicate that the total  llf the  resources which 
could  be  made available  for  the  period  1995-99,  by  the various providers of assistance to the 
Baltic Sea Region, amounts to 5,055 MECU. 
A breakdown is provided in  Annex 4. 
IJ.  Follow-up 
The  Council  is  invited  to  note  that,  on  the  basis  of currently  available  resources  and  the 
t'riL·ntatinns highlighted in  this report, the Commission, as a member of the Council of the Baltic 
Sea States (CBSS), intends to develop a long-term based Baltic Sea Region Initiative. 
llAI.T- bsrinv  - 17 !his regional  Initiative will  provide for a wide range of opportunities for  future programmes in 
nwny sectors of priority and will  thus become, if adopted, a  framework  for  individual donors, 
including the Union, for assistance to the Region. 
It  will  he  prepared in  close collaboration with all the partner countries around the Baltic Sea, as 
well as other donurs and  international financial  institutions interested in  developing cooperation 
in  the  Baltic  Sea  Region,  ftlr  presentation  to  the  I leads  of State  and  (]ovcrnmcnt  of these 
countries at their conference scheduled to be held in  Visby, Sweden in  May 1996. 
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Table I 
nEN'JWAlU<  Allocations (MECU) 1991-94  ' 
F:stonia  Latvia  Lithua- Poland  St. Peters 
Programme Area  nia  burg 
I  'conomic In frastr. &  7.14  ).00  18.97  65.07  0.1 
Snvin:s 
Snrial lnfrastr. &  9.72  9.83  9.17  9.11 
Services 
Production Sector  3.47  12.03  6.92  90.21 
Other  0.33  115.54 
Total  20.33  26.86  35.39  279.93  0.1,. 
of \i'hich on. 
Tedmical Assistance  14.95  12.54  19.21  45.38  0.1 
l·>.:port Credit  0.34  5.83  11.20  79.18 
Private Investment  0.75  3.41  1.83  57.40 
Support 
Sector Aid &  Other  4.29  5.08  3.16  98.48 
Tahle 2 
FINLAND  Allocations (MECU) 1991-94 
Estonia  Latvia  Lithua- Poland 
l'rognmunc Area  nia 
l·mnomic lnti·astr. &  27.8)  10.21  10.02  16.88 
Scrv ices 
Social lnfrastr. &  10.39  1.03  0.78  0.11 
Serv icL'S 
Production Sector  9.71  2.41  1.93  1.03 
( lther  32.)3  33.96  15.90  153.80 
Total  80.49  47.62  28.63  171.82 
of 11hich on: 
Technical Assistance  10.98  3.79  3.17  0.66 
I  ~xport Credit  25.97  23.95  4.48  -
Private Investment  4.22  4.22  4.22  -
Support 
Sector Aid &  Other  39.34  15.66  16.76  171.1 (, 
I' 
II 
( ·ouvcrsion rate DI\.R-ITlJ (where applicable)  -7.27 (August I'J9)) 
( \lncc1w;  I 994 ligures only; no data for the period 1990-93 
I' 
I•· 
IX 
( 'oncerns 199,1  ligures only; no data for the period 1990-93 
( 'onvnsion rate FMI\.-ECU (where applicable) •- 5.67 (August 1995) 
Of which  142.88 M ECLJ  (93%) in  the form of  debt reorganisation 
Of which 7.48  (I'!'~·  .. ) in  the form of investment projects 
St. Peters 
hurg 
ANNEX I 
Kalin in-
grad 
0.2 
0.2'
0 
0.2 
Kalin in-
grad 
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Table 3 
GERMANY  Allocations (MECU) 1991-94 
Estonia  Latvia  Lithua- Poland  St. Peters  Kalinin-
Programme Area  nia  burg  grad 
Economic lnti·astr. &  2.69  1.17  8.69  18.05 
Services 
Sociallnfrastr. &  9.39  10.31  10.77  227.92 
Services 
Production Sector  1.60  1.50  2.12  24.49 
Othcr  9.56  20.55  58.54  3979.12"" 
~:otal  23.25  33.54  80.12  4250.18 
u/11hich Oil. 
I L'chnical  Assistance  !L'i4  8.77  17.89  125.57 
!:\port Credit  1.9 I  15.67  35.21  807.86 
l'rivatc Investment  1.15  0.10  19.45  184.58 
Support 
Sector i\  id  &  Other  9.65  9.00  7.58  3132.17 
Tahlc4 
SWIWEN  Allocations (MECU) 1991-94-
Estonia  Latvia  Lithua- Poland 
Prog•·amme Area  nia 
l'.conomic lnfrastr. &  14.86  6.45  20.14  37.03 
Scrvices 
Social lnfrastr. &  9,10  10.37  6.02  7.84 
Snvi..:es 
l'rodtH.:t ion Sector  25.17  3.21  20.08  93  50 
( lthcr  49.45  31.62  45.35  504.53"' 
------
Total  91!.511  51.65  91.58  (142.91 
o(ll'liic/1 011 
I cchnica1 Assistance  20.37  14.13  11.86  53.02 
!·:\port l'n;dit  20.31  0.38  17.49  47.38 
Private Investment  - - - 26.44 
Support 
Scl'lnr Aid &  Other  57.89  37.14  62.23  516.07 
,., 
., 
Conversion rat..:  DM-ITlJ (where applicable)  1.87 (August 1995) 
Ofwhich  2.\2S.XI  MITlJ (58%) in  the form  of debt reorganisation 
( 'nnvcr~ion rate SKR-ITlJ (wherc applicable)  9.52 (August  1995) 
(I!' which  ·I'll .7  r>.-11·:etl  ('IX'Yoo)  in  the form of  debt reorganisation 
St. Peters I  Kalin  in-
burg  grad 
0.62 
1.72 
0,13 
--
2.47 
l 
2.47 
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BALTI<. SEA REGION- Assistancl.' by Ell Member States 
Tahll· S 
OthlT IW Member 
States 
l<:stonia 
Proj.!ramml' Area 
h:onomic lnfrustr. &  1.05 
Services 
Social lnfrastr. &  1.07 
SL·rvires 
J>;·oduction Sector  22.37 
<)tiler  13.29 
Total  37.78 
ofu·hicholl 
Tc·dmil:al Assistance  5.42 
I· "pnrt ('red  it  25.()') 
!'rival.: Investment  0.05 
S11pport  ---- '--c...  . 
Sector !\ id &. Other  0.33 
·'' 
'I 
All of which provided by Spain 
/\II ofwhid1 provided by France 
Allocations (MJ<:Cll)  1'1')1 .. !).1 
-----~ st: r~tcr~-T- Kalini;- L.atvin  L.ithun- Poland 
nia  hurg  grad 
1.43  1.43  X  1.39 
-- 1.93  2.32  40.78 
22.52  22.40  256.03 
18.43  40.3.2  5,170.84 
44.69  66.47  5,549.04 
6.48  7.81  158.92 
20.3 ,- 3.6.38  I ,362.00 
- 1.73"''  248.13 
-·-· 
17.90  20.55  3,779.99 
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Tahlc t 
EIB 
l'rugnuume Area 
l:nHmmil' lnli·astr  8.: 
·sL·nicL''-i 
s;,,,~;~~~;1sl~~- ---------
s,-r\ icl's 
I  '11 >dull ion Sc-ctur 
l lthn  --
-------------------------
Total 
u/ il'hich 011. 
lnvl'slllll'lll Projects 
l'rivatc· lnvl'slment 
Estonia  Latvia 
~2.00 
)  ()() 
5.00 
47.00  5.00 
42.00 
-- Loans (MEClJ) 1991-94 
------ . -,----_-:----c-
Lithua- Polan  II  St.  l'ekr~  1  Kalinin-
nia  huq.:  1  grad 
10.00  723.00 
·--- -·-------
-------
1.\.00 
I 50.00 --
-----
------------
10.00  886.00 
10.00  736.00 
5.00  150.00 
------- ~~~p_u_rt~~-----~-~-~~~---~-----+-~~~-1------
\cTlor Aid  5.00 
Tahle 2 
lW.Rl>  Loans (MECU) 1991-94 
Estonia  Latvia  Litlum- Poland  St. Peters  Kalin in-
l'rog•·amllll' Area  nia  hut·~  gnu  I 
I ,-"n'Hnic lnl'rastr. S:  X<l.~(,  51.99  7;(<)0  167.·10 
\r..·r Vtll'\ 
-~----- -~------- - --~-------- ---------
..;,,·i:rllnlrastr. S  2.70 
",,_·t vir..l.''-i 
---·--- ------
!  '1 udul'11u11  Sn:tor  10.00  10.90  1.1!0  J56.X I 
! lthc'l'  )7.70 
-
f'utal  90.56  62.89  76.70  584.() l 
o/ li'hic/1  0/1.' 
lnvl·stnrcnt  l'rojc~:ts  X0.56  61.49  74.90  )58.21 
l'riv:11L'  Investment 
_':-l_l(l~_t ___  ---------t-----
Sc·ctor ;\ id  10.00  1.40  I.XO  26.40 
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BALTIC SFA IU:c;JON- As.,istann· hy IFis 
rahlt• 3 
~·-·--·--
\'\lndd Rank  Loans (MEClJ) 191)1-9.1 
Estonia  Latvia  Lithua- l'uland  St.  l'ett·r~  Kalin in-
'  l'rognunmc An·a  nia  hurg  grad 
l.clllllllllic  lnli·,.~tr. &  42.0.1  28.08  S2'1'!2 
Sv1 \·In". 
------
Sucial lnlraslr. 8.:  D4.1>2 
\vn il'l'\ 
·--·---- ·------· 
l'rnduc·illlll Scclor  50.44  1,177.S5 
--- -- - "--------------
l llhcr  23.11  34.67  46.22  619.X7 
-· --~-----------
l'otal  (15.14  85.1 I  74.30  2,962.56 
----
•'fll'hidl ol/: 
----
IIIVL'slnH:nt  Projects  64.14  85.11  74.90  2,342.6')  -
1'1 i\ ate Investment 
Support 
< Hhn  619.87 
Tahk 4 
IMF  Loans (MECU) 11J91-94 
Estuni:1  Latvia  Lithua- t•oland  SL Peters  Kalinin-
Pr·ogrammc Ar-ea  nia  burg  grad 
I ,., liWI1l ic  lnli·astr. & 
s,-rvice~ 
----
Social lnl"rastr. & 
~~( ·rv ict·"' 
i'r• >duct ion Sector 
1 lihn  ·14.18  141.49  316.57  3,337.65 
------· 
Total  44.18  141.49  3l6.57  3,337.65  I  I  -----
,;  11hicli 1111 
In vc:slment Projects 
l'rivatL' Investment 
Support 
--
Sc·clor ;\ id  ''·1.18  141.49  316.57  3,337.56 
II,\  I. I' - hsrin•  - 23 BALTIC SEA I{  I<:(; JON- Assistant·c hy Other G-24 Members (nun-J•:ll 
Tahlc t 
(;-24 (non-IW)  Allocations (MEClJ) 1991-9.t 
Estonia  L:1tvia  Lithua- l'olanll 
l'rogramnw An•a  nia 
I :cPnPmic lnli'astr. &  4.65  4.62  7.54  61.60 
Scrv ic.:s 
Social lnfrastr. 8~  5.70  4.73  5.60  66.45 
'-'en ic.:s 
'l>rodtu.:t inn  S~ctor  5.37  7.93  7.92  55.45 
\ lihcr  104.2R  150.56  144.75  7,048.49 
Tol;ll  120.00  167.84  165.81  7,231.99 
o/lrhich 011. 
rcchnical Assistance 
')')  1  .... 
--··"·'  23.00  28.RR  382.10 
L.\port Credit  12.53  55.27  33.95  I  ,252.43 
Private Investment  1.43  2.21  2.27  256.03 
'>upport 
Sector ;\ id  &  Oth.:r  R3.71  R7.36  100.71  5,341.43 
< ·<>11\l'lsioll  Llil'  lli\.R-I:Cll (whlTl' applicabk)  7.27 (August  19'15) 
< ll  which  ;_7~(,_ 1 11  MU 'll for debt reorganisation 
~-------
St. l'ctcrs 
burg 
--~--
--
ANNEX 3 
----·-----
Kalinin-
grad 
---ANN I'\  .t 
B:\1 :n< ·SEA IU:<;ION- Sumnmry T:1blcs Wast, Current ( 1990-1)4) and  Antil·ip;~tcd 
( 11)95-1)9) t•rogrammcs or Ma,jor nonors (ME< 'll) . 
' 
l>onur  l'rogrammc  Allocation  Focus~M  Indicative  Eocus 
1990  ..  94  Allocation 
1995•99 
.. 
·  .. ······ 
,  .. 
EII/I•UAIH:  1•o1and  152  EI/SO/PS/OS  115  EliSOIPS/OS 
Estonia  48.5  EI/SO/PS/OS  105  1:1/SO/PS/OS 
Latvia  67.5  EI/SO/PS/OS  1.35  EI/SO/PS/OS 
Lithuania  1)0  El/SO/PS/OS  )<)()  1-:1/SO/PS/OS 
Multi-( 'ountry  94  EI/SO/PS  14\  FI/SO/PS 
('ross Border  II  EI/SO/PS  xo  1·1/SO/PS 
( 'ooperal ion  .~·' 
llorilllntal  ~.o·  2.0 '·  1·.1/SI )IJ'S/OS 
l)n)grtlnlnlcs 
10 
---- ~---~--- ·----~--
Suh-Tntal- EII/PBAIU:  465  7711 
Eli/TACIS  (St. Petersburg)  30  EI/SO/PS  n.a.  n.a. 
(Kaliningrad)  10  I  :liPS  n.a.  n.a. 
Suh-Tntal- EUITACIS  40  p.m. 
Eli/Structural  INTFRREG II  I  EI/SO  170  Ll <;l) 
F!uuls  --
l·:t "( lS-Ouverture  lUI  EI/SO  10  I·.I•SO 
( lther  eJs> pm  n.a.  (5,110)  I: I 'S(  l/PS \lS 
1<1 
pm 
------~-
Sub-Total- Ell/Structural Funds  I  180 
To NF'\ ri•.\(;E  5116  1)5() 
1\otiiHkd '" tll·arc'l '000 
1·1  I  TOll< lillie  lnl'r."lnit:llln: ( rransporl. ( 'omtllll!lications. 1-:nvirotlii\Cil!.  I II<'!"\ I 
S< l  Soci;tlln!'ra,lntclure (hlucalion, llealth. Public Administralion) 
I'S  J'r(lductttH1 Scclor \Agriculture. l:isherics, Industry, Trade.  Hankin~··""' I  <Hti'l'-111 1 
OS  \llher Sectors (Multi-sector. Macro-economic i\ssislance. Stntctur<~l t\diit,l!llcnl. IJcbt 
Rcorganisalion. Food and Emergency Aid, NGO Support) 
< Ill' l'rogr:unn1l's slarted in  I 994 
l'lli\Rl·: llorimntall'rogrammes arc: Dcnwcracy, Lli·:N. Partnership and<·,, tl  Sucicly 
:\I  local ion  t\u  lhL'  Partnership programme only 
·\!local  ion li>r  I he:  l'arlnLTship programme only 
lip I<>  1'1'1 ;: all ( lhicclives: not  included in  lotals in  this table 
l'cnod l'l'l·l: all ( lhjcll ivcs: nol included in tot<tls  in I  his table 
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ANNEX 4 (Continued) 
BALTIC SEA REGION- Summary Tables (Past, Current (1990-94) anu Anticij~ated 
( 1995-99) Programmes of Major Donors (MECU) 
15 
~-.---
Uonor  Programme  AttocaHon  Focus 
16  tndh:at
1
ive 
1990-94  Allocation 
1995~99 
Focus 
.~;;..;.;.....; 
FROM PREVIO!IS PAGE  506  950 
p.m:nr  ------
EU!Community  LIFE I &  II  II  El  El 
Programmes 
EU/Stability Pact  Various  p.m.  SO/OS  p.m.  SO/SO 
F.lJ/Ralance of  Central Bnnk  220"'(pm)  - n.a. 
Payment Support  Rcscrvcs/lmports 
Sub-Total- EU  737  950 
Denmark  Bi-lateral;  177  EI/SO/PS/OS  175  EI/SO/PS/OS 
Export Guarantees 
Finland  Bi-lateral  183  EI/SO/PS/OS  200  EI/SO/PS/OS 
Germany  Various  426  EI/SO/PS/OS  425  EI/SO/PS/OS 
Sweden  BITS; SIDA;  264  EI/SO/PS/OS  315  EI/SO/PS/OS 
SwedeCorp; other 
Other EC  Various  488  EI/SO/PS/OS  490  EI/SO/PS/OS 
Member States 
Sub-Total- EU Member States  1,538  1,605 
IMF  3,800 (pm)  OS  - OS 
EIB  194  EI/SO  (pm)  !J/SO 
EBRO  318
4  EI/SO  6oo•c  II/SO 
IBRO (WB)  669  EI/SO/OS  700  EI/SO/OS 
NIB  98  El  100  El 
Sub-Total - I Fls  1,279  1,400 
G-24 (non-EU)  980  EI/SO/PS/OS  700  EI/SO/PS/OS 
GRANO TOTAL- ALL I>ONORS  4,534  4,655 
Rounded to nearest ·ooo 
El  Economic Infrastructure (Transport, Communications, Environment, Energy) 
17 
]I} 
SO  Sociallnfrastructurc (Education, llcalth, Public Administration) 
I'S  Production Sector (Agrieulturc, Fisheries, lndu);try, Tradc, Bnnking and Tourism) 
OS  Other Scetors (Multi-sector, Macro-economic Assistance. Slructural Adjustment, Debt 
Reorganisation, Food and Emergency Aid, NCiO Support) 
Estimate, based on a 50% share of  an allocation of 5% of  450 MECU available for programmes 
in  the Baltic Sea and Mediterranean Regions (no separate quota for the Baltic Sea Region exists, 
us fu.nding is  provided on the basis of subm,ission of  su-itable pro.jects). 
No separate funding set aside for the Baftic Sea RegiOI'I;  participation in  LIFE activities 
dependent upon contributions from national budgets an.d/or PHARE funds. 
p.m. =pro memoria; no separate allocations, but fund«! from existing programmes 
-· 
411  50% of  total allocation of 585 MECU, does not incltate the Polish Stabilisation Fund and Debt Relief 
for Poland; sum not included in totals. 
41  Estimate. 
Estimate. 
Ooes not iochtdc IMF Standby Agreements and EC/.Gi-;14  Balance of Payments Support 